Non-Medical Cloth Masks for
Petite Adults, Teens & Kids Ages
3-18+
This is a modified version of popular N95 cover made in sizes to fit petite adults
and kids ages 3-18+. This mask is NOT a medical device and can not prevent
CoVid19, but it meets standards set by the CDC for a face covering. Because of the fit and movement of the kids
we only include directions for around the head options. Children should NOT be left alone wearing a mask EVER.
This is not the same format as my normal patterns because I wanted to get it out quickly for all the people ready to
start sewing and donating!
This pattern is FREE to download and use for personal and charity (donation) use. Don’t use this pattern to sell
masks to during a pandemic, that is not what this was created for and it is just not cool. There are other patterns out
there you can use for that.
Finally please do not redistribute it without permission, while it is free I worked hard to create this
and may need to edit it etc. You are welcome to print off 5 copies, or such, for the ladies in the
church group who can’t, but otherwise please just link people back to this tutorial
www.eymm.com/masks.
© 2020 Everything Your Mama Made & More!

SUPPLIES:
PDF Pattern Piece (Page 5) Printed Off & Cut Out
1/4 yard or more of 100% Cotton Fabric (woven quilting cotton quality, 2 different colors is best)
26″ of 1/8″ or 1/4″ Elastic OR 1 27″ Tie of ‘tshirt’ knit (1” strip of cotton lycra jersey AFTER stretching)
Sewing Machine, Iron & Thread
Sizing: For this pattern we tried to come up with average ranges per testers. If your kiddo is bigger for their age and on one of the
ages that fits both, we recommend going with the bigger of the two sizes.

STEP 1:
Cut out 2 each of your main fabric and your
lining (they can be the same). Make sure to fold
your fabric in half first so they are mirror image
when you cut them out.

STEP 2:
With right sides together, sew using a 1/4″ seam allowance, along the curved
edge. Repeat for inner.
For the best results clip along your curve, making sure not to hit your
seam. This is not a must-do if production sewing for donation, but it will give a
nicer finished seam.

STEP 3:
Turn your piece with your main fabric right side out, so the seam is inside.

STEP 4:
Place your main fabric on top of your lining so they are right sides together and pin around the outside.

STEP 5:
Sew around the entire mask using a 1/4″ seam allowance making sure to
leave a 2″ opening on one of the two smaller ends so you can turn it. Trim
the corners.

STEP 6:
Turn it right side out, pushing out your corners and turning the seam allowance at the opening inside and press with
an iron. Topstitch 1/8″ from the edge all around the mask the tie version is now finished.
*Optional – Skip this and topstitch the short sides only in step 9.

STEP 7:
Use the iron press the ends in 1/2″ and crease for the elastic casing and set aside.

STEP 8: SIZES Pink 3-5, Green 5-8, Orange 8-11, Purple 11+
Around the head sew – a 22″, 23”, 24”, 26” piece into a loop overlapping 1/2″ and stitch closed.
IF USING AROUND THE HEAD KNIT TIE cut it 24-27” depending on the size your are making and tie it with a knot
finished to the knot 20”, 21”, 22” or 23”.
*Example tie/knot is 11” from fold for 22” band*
Like elastic, knit tie stretch can vary, you may need to test fit it with your supplies before cutting/sewing in place.

STEP 9:
Carefully lay the elastic/stretched ties in the channels and pin in place, make sure they are right next to the fold. It
will look like a circle with both sides in their channels.

STEP 10:
Sew your channels in place 3/8″ from the folded edge, for the best results sew from the lining side.

You are DONE!!!!

SAFETY WARNING:
Children should NOT be left alone wearing a mask EVER.
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SIZING: For this pattern we tried to come up with average ranges
per testers. If your kiddo is bigger for their age and on one of the
ages that fits both, we recommend going with the bigger of the
two sizes.

Top

Non-Medical Face Mask
for Petite Adults, Teens & Kids
Ages 3-18+

Purple Petite Adult/Teen (11+)
Orange Tween (8-11)
Green Kids (5-8)
Pink Preschooler (3-5)

Cut X2 Main (mirror image)
Cut X2 Lining (mirror image)
100% Cotton

SAFETY WARNING:
Children should NOT be left alone wearing a mask EVER.
This pattern is for personal & charity (donation) use ONLY.
Do not redistribute without permission, link people to
www.eymm.com/masks to download and print their own copy.

1/4” Seam Allowance Included

Bottom

This mask is NOT a medical
device and can not be used
to prevent CoVid19.

3” Test
Square

